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Abstract—Local rank modulation scheme was suggested
recently for representing information in flash memories in
order to overcome drawbacks of rank modulation. For
0 < s ≤ t ≤ n with s divides n, an (s, t, n)-LRM
scheme is a local rank modulation scheme where the n
cells are locally viewed cyclically through a sliding window
of size t resulting in a sequence of small permutations
which requires less comparisons and less distinct values.
The gap between two such windows equals to s. In this
work, encoding, decoding, and asymptotic enumeration of
the (1, 3, n)-LRM scheme is studied. The techniques which
are suggested have some generalizations for (1, t, n)-LRM,
t > 3, but the proofs will become more complicated.
The enumeration problem is presented also as a purely
combinatorial problem. Finally, we prove the conjecture
that the size of a constant weight (1, 2, n)-LRM Gray code
with weight two is at most 2n.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flash memory is a non-volatile technology that is both
electrically programmable and electrically erasable. It
incorporates a set of cells maintained at a set of levels of
charge to encode information. While raising the charge
level of a cell is an easy operation, reducing the charge
level requires the erasure of the whole block to which the
cell belongs. For this reason charge is injected into the
cell over several iterations. Such programming is slow
and can cause errors since cells may be injected with
extra unwanted charge. Other common errors in flash
memory cells are due to charge leakage and reading
disturbance that may cause charge to move from one
cell to its adjacent cells. In order to overcome these
problems, the novel framework of rank modulation was
introduced in [3]. In this setup, the information is carried
by the relative ranking of the cells’ charge levels and
not by the absolute values of the charge levels. Denote
the charge level in the ith cell by ci, 0 ≤ i < n,
and c = (c0, c2, . . . , cn−1) is the sequence of the
charges in n cells. A codeword in this scheme is the
permutation defined by the order of the charge levels,
from the highest one to the lowest one, e.g. if n = 5
and c = (3, 5, 2, 7, 10) then the permutation, i.e., the
codeword in the rank modulation scheme, is [5, 4, 2, 1, 3].
This allows for more efficient programming of cells,
and coding by the ranking of the cells’ charge levels
is more robust to charge leakage than coding by their
actual values. The push-to-the-top operation is a basic
minimal cost operation in the rank modulation scheme
by which a single cell has its charge level increased such
that it will be the highest of the set.
A drawback of the rank modulation scheme is the
need for a large number of comparisons when reading
the induced permutation. Furthermore, distinct n charge
levels are required for a group of n cells. The local
rank modulation scheme was suggested in order to
overcome these problems. In this scheme, the n cells are
locally viewed through a sliding window, resulting in a
sequence of permutations for a much smaller number of
cells which requires less comparisons and less distinct
values. For 0 < s ≤ t ≤ n, where s divides n, the
(s, t, n)-LRM scheme, defined in [2], [5], is a local rank
modulation scheme over n physical cells, where t is the
size of each sliding window and s is the gap between
two such windows. In this scheme the permutations are
over {1, 2, . . . , t}, i.e., form St, and the push-to-the-top
operation merely raises the charge level of the selected
cell above those cells which are comparable with it.
We say a sequence with ns permutations from St is an
(s, t, n)-LRM scheme realizable if it can be demodulated
to a sequence of charges in n cells under the (s, t, n)-
LRM scheme. Except for the degenerate case where
s = t = n, not every sequence is realizable.
The (1, 2, n)-LRM scheme was defined in [2] in
order to get the simplest hardware implementation. The
demodulated sequences of permutations in this scheme
contain all the binary words except two, the all-ones and
all-zeros sequences. Therefore, the number of codewords
in this scheme is 2n − 2.
In this paper we focus on the (1, t, n)-LRM schemes
for t ≥ 3, and suggest a demodulation method for
these schemes. The (1, t, n)-LRM scheme is a local
rank modulation scheme over n physical cells, where
the size of each sliding window is t, and each cell starts
a new window. Since the size of a sliding window is t,
demodulated sequences of permutations in this scheme
contain t! permutations. Therefore, we need t! symbols
to present the demodulated sequences of permutations.
Let s = (s1, s2, . . . , st!) be an order of the t! permu-
tations from St, and Σ = {1, 2, . . . , t!} be an alphabet
where i represents the permutation si. A sequence α =
(α0, α1, . . . , αn−1) over the alphabet Σ is called a base-
word in the (1, t, n)-LRM scheme, and it is realizable, if
there exists a sequence of charges c = (c0, c1, . . . , cn−1),
such that for each i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, αi represent
the permutation induced by ci, ci+1, . . . , ci+t−1, where
indices are taken modulo n. The indices in the base-
words and codewords are also taken modulo n as in the
charge levels.
In this paper we produce a mapping method, in which
each α, a base-word over the alphabet of size t!, is
mapped to a codeword g = (g0, g1, . . . , gn−1) over an
alphabet of size t. A codeword is called legal if there
exists a realizable base-word which is mapped to it. We
have to make sure that two distinct realizable base-words
are mapped into two distinct legal codewords.
Let Mt be the number of legal codewords in the
(1, t, n)-LRM scheme. Clearly, Mt ≤ tn, but this upper
bound is not tight since there exist illegal codewords. We
conjecture that lim
n→∞
Mt
tn = 1 and prove this conjecture
for t = 3 and t = 4.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
The encoding, decoding and asymptotic enumeration
of (1, 3, n)-LRM scheme is presented in Section II.
Generalizations, especially for the enumeration tech-
nique for the (1, t, n)-LRM scheme, t > 3, is given
in Section III. The generalization of the asymptotic
enumeration problem is presented as a combinatorial
problem. The solution for the (1, 4, n)-LRM scheme is
also given. In Section IV it is proved that the size of
a constant weight (1, 2, n)-LRM Gray code with weight
two is at most 2n. Thus, proving a conjecture from [2].
In Section V conclusion and problems for future research
are presented.
II. THE (1, 3, n)-LRM SCHEME
In the (1, 3, n)-LRM scheme the size of each sliding
window is 3. Therefore, an alphabet of size 3! is required
to present the demodulated sequences of permutations.
s1 = [1, 2, 3] s2 = [1, 3, 2]
s3 = [2, 1, 3] s4 = [3, 1, 2]
s5 = [2, 3, 1] s6 = [3, 2, 1]
The alphabet of the base-words is Σ = {1, 2, . . . , 6},
where the symbol ℓ represents the permutation sℓ. Let
α = (α0, α1, . . . , αn−1) be a base-word. Note that the
last two cells which determine αi (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1)
are the first two cells which determine αi+1, i.e., the
permutation related to αi+1 is obtained from αi by the
following way. The symbol 1 in the permutation related
to αi is omitted, the symbols 2, 3 in the permutation are
replaced with 1, 2, respectively, and a new symbol 3 is
inserted before 1, 2, between them, or after both of them.
Therefore, given αi, there are exactly 3 options for αi+1.
Let Σ1 = {1, 3, 5} and Σ2 = {2, 4, 6} be a partition
of Σ into the even and the odd symbols, respectively.
Note that for each Σi, the permutations related to the
symbols in Σi agree on the order of cells 2 and 3.
Therefore, they also agree on the 3 possibilities of their
succeeding permutation. Denote the set of symbols of
these succeeding permutations by Σ˜i. Thus, we have
Σ˜1 = {1, 2, 4} and Σ˜2 = {3, 5, 6}.
The base-word α is mapped to a codeword g =
(g0, g1, . . . , gn−1) over the alphabet {0, 1, 2}. The re-
lations between αi−1, αi, and gi, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
are presented in Table I. This table induces a mapping
from the realizable base-words to the codewords. As
mentioned before, given αi−1, there are three options
for αi. In all these options the sub-permutation of {1, 2}
is the same, and the difference is the index of symbol 3
in the permutation related to αi. Thus, gi represents the
index of symbol 3 in this permutation and it equal to
the number of symbols which are to the right of the
symbol 3 in the permutation related to αi. In other words,
gi represents the relation between ci+2, the charge level
in cell i + 2, and the charge levels in two cells which
proceed it, i.e., ci and ci+1.
αi−1 ∈ S
1 αi = 1 αi = 2 αi = 4
αi−1 ∈ S
2 αi = 3 αi = 5 αi = 6
gi = 0 gi = 1 gi = 2
TABLE I: The encoding key of the (1, 3, n)-LRM scheme
Note that there might exist non-realizable base-words
which are mapped to codewords by this method. A base-
word α, which can be mapped to a codeword in this
method, must satisfy only the dependencies between αi
and αi+1 (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1), but it still can be non-
realizable. The n cells are viewed cyclically, i.e., the
charge of the last cell, cn−1 is compared with the charge
in the first two cells, c0 and c1, and the same works for
the three charge levels cn−2, cn−1, and c0. Therefore,
there might exists a non-realizable dependency between
the charge levels in the last two cells and the charge
levels in the first two cells. Such a non-realizable base-
word will be called a cyclic non-realizable base-word.
For example, the following base-words are cyclic non-
realizable.
• 1n - the charge levels are always decreased.
• 6n - the charge levels are always increased.
• (2, 5)n/2, where n is even - the charge level of each
cell is between the charge levels of the two cells
which proceed it.
Theorem 1. Table I provides an one-to-one mapping be-
tween the realizable base-words and the legal codewords
Proof: Obviously, each base-word is mapped to
exactly one codeword. Now, we prove that the other
direction is also true. Clearly, 1n is an illegal codeword
as the charge level of each cell should be between the
charge levels of the two cells which proceed it. Thus,
given a legal codeword g = (g0, g1, . . . , gn−1), there
exists 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, such that gi ∈ {0, 2}. If gi = 0
then we have αi ∈ {1, 3}, i.e., αi is odd. Thus, αi+1 is
determined by an entry in the first row in Table I, where
the column is chosen by the value of gi+1. If gi = 2
then we have αi ∈ {4, 6}, i.e., αi is even. Thus, αi+1
is determined by an entry in the second row in Table I,
where the column is chosen by the value of gi+1. Now, it
is easy to determine αi+2, αi+3, . . . , αi+n−1, αi+n = αi
one after one in this cyclic order. Note that if αi is not
equal to an optional initial value (from the set {1, 3} if
gi = 0 and from {4, 6} if gi = 2) then we can conclude
that g is illegal.
Decoding a given codeword to a base-word doesn’t
guarantee that the codeword is legal, because the ac-
cepted base-word may be cyclic non-realizable. For
example, the cyclic non-realizable base-word α = 1n is
mapped to the illegal codeword g = 0n. Given such a
codeword, it would be interesting to decide efficiently if
it is a legal codeword or not.
Next, the main theorem for (1, 3, n)-LRM schemes is
given.
Theorem 2. If M3 is the number of legal codewords in
the (1, 3, n)-LRM scheme then lim
n→∞
M3
3n
= 1.
Proof: Note that gi is determined by ci, ci+1, and
ci+2. gi = 0 if ci+2 is lower than ci and ci+1; gi = 1 if
ci+2 is between ci and ci+1; and gi = 2 if ci+2 is higher
than ci and ci+1.
Given a sub-codeword (g0, g1, . . . , gi−2) obtained by
the charge levels c0, c1, . . . , ci, the relation between the
charge levels in the ith cell, ci, and the first two cells, c0
and c1, might have a few options. These options will be
denoted by 0, 1 and 2, where 0 represents that ci is lower
than c0 and c1, 1 represents that ci is between them, and
2 represents that ci is higher than both of them. For each
i, 3 ≤ i < n, we provide two properties regarding the
charge levels ci−1 and ci:
(Q.1) the permutation induced by ci−1 and ci ([1, 2] or
[2, 1]);
(Q.2) the set of all possible pairs of the relations be-
tween the charge levels ci−1 and ci and the charge
levels c0 and c1.
The elements of the set defined in (Q.2) will be de-
noted by pairs (x, y), x, y ∈ {0, 1, 2}, where x represents
the relation between ci−1 and the first two cells, and y
represents the relation between ci and the first two cells.
Note, that not all the nine pairs (x, y) can be obtained
for a given permutation defined by (Q.1).
We call each set of properties defined by (Q.1)
and (Q.2) a state, and the state at index i will
be denoted by Pi. Given a sub-codeword g′ =
(g0, g1, . . . , gn−4, gn−3), the states in the sequence
(P3, P4, . . . , Pn−1) are determined one after one in this
order. It is easy to verify that if Pi = Pj for some
3 ≤ i < j < n − 1 then Pi+1 = Pj+1. A state which
has the all possibilities in the second property will be
called a complete state. It is easy to verify that in the
(1, 3, n)-LRM there are two complete states.
1) state 1 : [1, 2], {(0, 0), (1, 1), (1, 0), (2, 2), (2, 1), (2, 0)}.
2) state 2 : [2, 1], {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)}.
Given gi−1, the succeeding state Pi+1 of a state Pi
which is a complete state, is given in Table II.
P
P
P
P
PP
Pi
gi−1 0 1 2
state 1 state 1 state 2 state 2
state 2 state 1 state 1 state 2
TABLE II: Succeeding states in the (1, 3, n)-LRM scheme
Denote by π the permutation defined by the
charge levels in the first two cells. Given π and
g′ = (g0, g1, . . . , gn−4, gn−3), the sub-base-word
(α0, α1, . . . , αn−3) of a realizable base-word which cor-
responds to π and g′ is determined unambiguously. But,
αn−2, αn−1 might have a few options. These options are
determined by the state Pn−1 and the permutation π.
Each option provides a distinct base-word which is
represented by the state Pn−1 and the permutation π.
For example the permutation π = [2, 1] and the sub-
codeword g′ = 2n−2 imply that the charge levels are
always increased, where c0 is the lowest, and cn−1 is
the highest. Therefore, the only base-word it represents
is (6, 6, . . . , 6
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−2 times
, 3, 2), where Pn−1 = ([2, 1], {(2.2)}).
In Table III we enumerate the number of base-words
represented by π and Pn−1 for state 1 or state 2.
Given g′, c0 is compared with cn−2 and cn−1, to obtain
gn−2; and c1 is compared with cn−1 and c0, to obtain
gn−1. Note, that some different pairs (x, y) of a given
state result in the same pair (gn−2, gn−1) for a given π.
Note also that in Table III, the sum of values in each
row and in each column equals to 9 = 32.
P
P
P
P
PP
Pn−1
pi
[1, 2] [2, 1]
state 1 5 4
state 2 4 5
TABLE III: The number of base-words represented by the
complete states in the (1, 3, n)-LRM scheme
If a sub-codeword g′ = (g0, g1, . . . , gn−4, gn−3) con-
tains the sequence (2, 0, 1, 1) as a subsequence at indices
(i−3, i−2, i−1, i), then this sequence ends with state 1,
i.e. Pi+2 is state 1. The reason is that in this case ci+1
and ci+2 have no dependency on the charge levels of
ci−3 or ci−2, i.e., each one of ci+1 and ci+2 can be lower
than, between, or higher than ci−3 and ci−2. Therefore,
the relation between ci+1 and ci+2, and the first two
cells, c0 and c1, has all the possibilities, i.e., Pi+2 is a
complete state. It is easy to verify that ci+2 is lower than
ci+1, and thus Pi+2 is state 1. By Table II we have that
Pn−1 of this sequence must be a complete state (state 1
or state 2).
By using the well known Perron-Frobenius Theo-
rem [1], [4], we can compute the behavior of the number
of sequences of length n− 2 over the alphabet {0, 1, 2}
which don’t include (2, 0, 1, 1) as a subsequence. First,
an automata whose states accept all the sequences over
{0, 1, 2} which don’t contain the subsequence (2, 0, 1, 1)
is given.
q1 q2 q3 q42
0,1
0
2
1
1
0
2
0
2
In the matrix which represents this automata (its state
diagram), the value in cell (qi, qj) is the number of the
labels on the outgoing edge from qi to qj .
q1 q2 q3 q4
q1 2 1 0 0
q2 1 1 1 0
q3 1 1 0 1
q4 1 1 0 0
The largest real eigenvalue of this matrix is 2.9615.
Therefore, by the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, we can
conclude that the number of sub-codewords of length
n− 2 which don’t contain (2, 0, 1, 1) as a subsequence,
tends to be 2.9615n−2, where n tends to ∞. Let M ′
be the number of sub-codewords of length n− 2 which
contain (2, 0, 1, 1) as a subsequence. By Table III we
can conclude that the number of legal codewords in
the (1, 3, n)-LRM scheme is M3 ≥ 9M ′, and therefore
lim
n→∞
M3
3n
= 1.
III. THE (1, t, n)-LRM SCHEME FOR t ≥ 4
Some of the results in Section II can be generalized
to the (1, t, n)-LRM Scheme, t ≥ 4. In the (1, t, n)-
LRM scheme the size of each sliding window is t.
Therefore, to present the demodulated sequences of
permutations the alphabet of the base-words has size t!.
Given t consecutive charge levels, ci, ci+1, . . . , ci+t−1,
the corresponding permutation related to αi, from St,
is uniquely determined by the order of the t charge
levels. The position of the symbol t in this permutation
determines the value of gi, i.e., gi = j, 0 ≤ j ≤ t − 1,
if t is in position t− j in the permutation. Therefore, a
base-word uniquely determines the related codeword. To
obtain the original base-word from the given codeword
would be easy if for some i, αi is given (in fact only the
permutation related to t−1 consecutive cells is required).
If no such permutation is given then the task becomes
more complicated.
Given a sub-codeword (g0, g1, . . . , gi−t+1), the rela-
tion between the charge levels in the ith cell, ci, and
the first t − 1 cells, c0, c1, . . . , ct−2, might have a few
options. These options will be denoted by 0, 1, . . . , t−1,
where j, 0 ≤ j ≤ t− 1, represents that ci is in position
t − j among the t charge levels c0, c1, . . . , ct−2 and
ci (counting from the highest, the first position, to the
lowest, the tth position). For each i, 2t− 3 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
we provide two properties regarding the charge levels
ci−t+2, ci−t+3, . . . , ci:
(Q.1) the permutation induced by ci−t+2, ci−t+3, . . . , ci;
(Q.2) the set of all possible (t−1)-tuples of the relations
between the charge levels ci−t+2, ci−t+3, . . . , ci
and the charge levels of the first t− 1 cells.
The elements of the set defined in (Q.2) will be
denoted by a (t − 1)-tuple (x1, x2, . . . , xt−1), xj ∈
{0, 1, . . . , t− 1}, 1 ≤ j ≤ t− 1, where xj represents the
relation between ci−t+j+1 and the first t−1 cells. Note,
that not all the tt−1 (t− 1)-tuples can be obtained for a
given permutation defined by (Q.1).
We call each set of properties defined by (Q.1)
and (Q.2) a state, and the state at index i will
be denoted by Pi. Given a sub-codeword g′ =
(g0, g1, . . . , gn−t−1, gn−t), the states in the sequence
(P2t−3, P2t−2, . . . , Pn−1) are determined one after one
in this order. It is easy to verify that if Pi = Pj for
some 2t−3 ≤ i < j < n−1 then Pi+1 = Pj+1. A state
which has the all possibilities in the second property will
be called a complete state. It is easy to verify that in the
(1, t, n)-LRM there are (t− 1)! complete states (defined
by the permutations of (Q.1) ).
Given Pi which is a complete state and any value of
gi−1, it is easily verified that the succeeding state Pi+1
is also a complete state,
Denote by π the permutation defined by the
charge levels in the first t − 1 cells. Given π and
g′ = (g0, g1, . . . , gn−t−1, gn−t), the sub-base-word
(α0, α1, . . . , αn−t) of a realizable base-word which cor-
responds to π and g′ is determined unambiguously. But,
αn−t+1, αn−t+2, . . . , αn−1 might have a few options.
These options are determined by the state Pn−1 and
the permutation π. Each option provides a distinct base-
word which is represented by the state Pn−1 and the
permutation π.
We generate a table to enumerate the number of
base-words represented by π and Pn−1 for the (t −
1)! complete states. Given g′, c0 is compared with
cn−t+1, cn−t+2, . . . , cn−1, to obtain gn−t+1; c1 is com-
pared with cn−t+2, . . . , cn−1, c0, to obtain gn−t+2, and
so on until ct−2 is compared with cn−1, c0, . . . , ct−3, to
obtain gn−1. It can be proved that in this table the sum of
values in each row and in each column is equal to tt−1.
The next step is to find a sequence (a1, a2, . . . , ar),
r ≥ t, with the following properties. If a sub-
codeword g′ = (g0, g1, . . . , gn−t) contains the se-
quence (a1, a2, . . . , ar) as a subsequence at indices
(i − r + 1, i − r + 2, . . . , i − 1, i), then this sequence
ends in a complete state, i.e. Pi+t−1 is one of the
(t − 1)! complete states. The reason is that in this
case ci+1, ci+2, . . . , ci+t−1 have no dependency on the
charge levels of ci−r+1, ci−r+2, . . . , ci−r+t−1, i.e., each
one of the charge levels ci+1, ci+2, . . . , ci+t−1 can be
lower than ci−r+1, ci−r+2, . . . , ci−r+t−1, between them
(t−2 options), or higher than all of them. Therefore, the
relations between ci+1, ci+2, . . . , ci+t−1, and the charge
levels in the first t − 1 cells, c0, c1, . . . , ct−2, have all
the possibilities, i.e., Pi+t−1 is a complete state. This
implies that also Pn−1 is a complete state.
Now, the Perron-Frobenius Theorem can be used to
compute the number of sequences, of length n − t + 1
over alphabet {0, 1, . . . , t − 1}, which don’t include
(a1, a2, . . . , ar) as a subsequence. It is required that
this number will tend to βn−t+1 where n tends to ∞
and β is a constant (related to the largest eigenvalue of
the transition matrix of the related automata) for which
β < t. Now, it can be concluded with the generated
table that if Mt is the number of legal codewords in
the (1, t, n)-LRM scheme then lim
n→∞
Mt
tn = 1.
For t = 4 one required such subsequence is
(3, 3, 0, 1, 2, 1) for which β = 3.99902, and hence
Theorem 3. lim
n→∞
M4
4n
= 1.
The problem of finding the value of lim
n→∞
Mt
tn can be
formulated as a purely combinatorial problem. Let
Ant
def
= {(a0, . . . , atn−1) : aj ∈ Z, 0 ≤ j ≤ t
n − 1,
|{aj, aj+1, . . . , aj+t−1}| = t},
Π(b1, b2, . . . , bt) be the permutation from St defined by
the subsequence (b1, b2, . . . , bt), and
Snt
def
= {(π0, . . . , πtn−1) : πj ∈ St, 0 ≤ j ≤ t
n − 1,
πj = Π(aj , aj+1, . . . , aj+t−1), (a0, . . . , atn−1) ∈ A
n
t },
where the indices are taken modulo tn.
What is the value of lim
n→∞
|Sn
t
|
tn ? We conjecture that
the value is 1 and proved this value for t = 3 and t = 4.
IV. CONSTANT WEIGHT (1, 2, n)-LRM GRAY CODES
One important topic related to rank modulation is
an order of the codewords in such a way that each
codeword will define an alphabet letter. This implies that
n consecutive cells define an alphabet letter and any
change in the charge levels of some cells relates to a
change in the alphabet letter. The most effective ordering
is a Gray code ordering, i.e., a codeword is obtained
by a minimal change in the codeword which proceed
it. This should be a consequence of a small change
in the related charge levels. In the rank modulation
scheme this change in the charge levels is obtained by
the push-to-the-top operation in a window of length t.
We will concentrate only in the case where t = 2 since
in this case the windows have length two and hence
the permutations are from S2, i.e., we can use binary
codewords. In this respect, we will be interested also in
the case where all the codewords have the same weight.
We define an (1, 2, n;w)-LRMGC to be an (1, 2, n)-
LRM Gray code, where the codewords are ordered in
an order which defines a Gray code and each codeword
has weight w. If all the codewords have the same weight
then we can bound the difference between the charge
levels of a cell on which the push-to-the-top operation is
performed [2]. Two codewords are adjacent only if they
differ in two positions, where 01 can be changed to 10. In
this respect, the last codeword and the first codeword are
also considered to be adjacent. It was conjectured in [2]
that an (1, 2, n; 2)-LRMGC has at most 2n codewords
and such a code with 2n codewords was constructed.
We have been able to prove this conjecture, i.e.,
Theorem 4. An (1, 2, n; 2)-LRMGC has at most 2n
codewords.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
In this paper, encoding, decoding, and enumeration
of the (1, t, n)-LRM scheme are studied. A complete
solution is given for the (1, 3, n)-LRM scheme. Encoding
for the (1, t, n)-LRM scheme for each t ≥ 3 is pre-
sented. For (1, 3, n) a related decoding was presented.
We also proved for t ∈ {3, 4} that if Mt is the number
of legal codewords in the (1, t, n)-LRM scheme then
lim
n→∞
Mt
tn = 1. We conclude with some problems for
future research raised in our discussion.
• Find an efficient algorithm to determine if a given
codeword in the (1, t, n)-LRM scheme, for t ≥ 3,
is legal or not.
• Find an efficient decoding algorithm for the
(1, t, n)-LRM scheme, t ≥ 4.
• Prove that if t > 4 then lim
n→∞
Mt
tn = 1.
• For w > 2, find optimal (1, 2, n;w)-LRMGC.
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